
 
 

#1 Best-Selling Humor Author Amy Lyle Releases “We’re All A Mess. It’s 
OK” Just In Time for Holiday Shoppers  

Book Is Sequel to Comedic Hit: “The Amy Binegar-Kimmes-Lyle Book Of Failures” 
 

 
[Book cover seen above includes a real alpaca from Atlanta Animal Casting, who now serves  

as the book’s mascot – Santiago - a funny alpaca that sounds like a South American Tony Montana. 
Meet Santiago.] 

 
(December 11, 2018 - Atlanta, Ga.) Amy Lyle, the number one best-selling author of 
“The Amy Binegar-Kimmes-Lyle Book Of Failures,” just released her latest comedic gem, 
“We’re All A Mess. It’s OK,” which includes short stories and funny one-liners from over 
100+ contributors who recounted their most hilarious failures, indignities, and 
embarrassing moments. Debuting at #1 on Amazon’s “Extended Families” category and 
in the top 5 under “Humor and Entertainment,” this laugh out loud thriller is available 
through Amazon, just in time for those seeking the perfect holiday gift.  
 
“We’re All A Mess. It’s OK” captures life’s more absurd moments honestly and without 
filter,” said Amy Lyle. “Its very personal essays highlight the grainier sides of being 
human and imperfect. The contributors’ stories will give our fellow embarrassed and 
struggling souls some comic relief...and maybe even some inspiration.” 
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The book covers everything from horrible internet dating experiences, the strangest of 
co-workers, and vacations that went array, to the worst holiday gifts of all time. It’s an 
anthology of the mini human disasters we all have, but never share with strangers. 
 
Story samples include comedian/actor Kim Banta’s tale, “My First Date and a Sluggish 
Toilet” in which Kim details the debacle in the nicest house in town (albeit one with sadly 
inadequate plumbing), which ended with an overflowing toilet and the panicked stashing 
of poo in her purse. In the outrageous short-story, “Saying ‘I’m Sorry’ Will Not Fix This 
Situation,” Ashley P. recounts the collapse (no pun intended) of her best date into the 
worst ever when she leapt into her partner’s lap, causing what is called in medical 
terminology, a penile fracture.  
 
“’We’re All A Mess. It’s OK’ reads like “Chicken Soup for the Soul” with a big old dose 
of snark and expletives,” said Atlanta writer Rick Limpert. “If you like Jenn Mann, 
Samantha Irby, and Jenny Lawson, you will love ‘We’re All A Mess. It’s OK.’”  
 
Early reviews from the Atlanta community rave about the magnetic charm of “We’re All 
A Mess. It’s OK”:  

• “Laugh out loud, real-life misses and blunders you can completely relate to! The 
author does a beautiful job of capturing the hilarity of everyday life!” 

• “Her new book doesn't disappoint. There's something strangely comforting 
about reading other people's silly mishaps. Life is truly funnier than fiction!”  

• “Treat yourself to an evening of belly laughs by reading this book.” 
• “I was so happy to hear Amy Lyle wrote another book! Her first book has been 

my go-to giggle and finally another book! More great laughs in this book.” 
• “I couldn’t wait for little blocks of time in my day when I could curl up with it and 

giggle away!” 
	
Author Amy Lyle is currently on a "Why I Shared My Most Mortifying Moments and 
Why You Should, Too,” tour with the intention of throwing out trying to be pefect – 
instead, being real brings people together. 
 

See book images. 
 
About Amy Lyle 
Amy Lyle is an author, comedienne, actor and screenwriter. Amy released her first book, 
“The Amy Binegar-Kimmes-Lyle Book Of Failures,” a comedic memoir in 2017. The book 
quickly received accolades, rising to #1 in Amazon’s ”Humor and Entertainment” 

https://www.amylyle.me/media-resources


category. Amy’s next project includes the filming of her screen play for independent film 
(filming ETA fall 2019). The movie, #fakemom, will be produced by Suzanne Jurva, a 
previous DreamWorks executive, with the help of local Atlanta writer, Stephen Beehler. 
Amy starred in Sam Juergen’s short film,”The Interviewers,” which recently won “Best 
Comedy” at the 2018 Franklin Int'l Indie Film Festival in Franklin, TN. Amy lives in 
Cumming, Ga., with her husband, Peter, lots of teenagers and a large dog.  

 
 
For more information on the book and Amy, visit https://amylyle.me/. For interviews and 
to request a review copy, email becky@chatterhousecommunications.com. The book is 
available via Amazon. 
 
[Topics: Comedy. Entertainment. Women humor. Funny non-fiction. Holiday read. Snarky women, quip, 

short stories, essays, funny, humorous essays, humor essays, gifts for women, funny stories, dating, 
relationships, work, family, cats. Paperback: 244 pages / ISBN-10: 0998968412 / ISBN-13: 978-

0998968414. Social media: #wereallamess.] 
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